LIST OF MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS AVAILABLE FOR LOAN

Videos
1) Heartbeat is a series of short films on the cultures of the
four different racial communities in Singapore, Malay, Indian,
Chinese and Eurasian. The films are focused around three
themes, the pulse of the community, the tempo of
celebrations and the rhythm of rites.
2) Celebrating our Ethnic Diversity is a short informational
video on Inter-racial Confidence Circles produced by
Onepeople.sg (formerly Central Singapore Joint Social
Services) and Trust Central. The video highlights the
importance of IRCCs and highlights some of their work within
different communities.
3) My Home Singapore is a fascinating collection of three
programmes. The first, 'Anthems of our land' tells the story of
the nation through the many flags and anthems which
Singaporeans have encountered over the years. 'Many
Races. One Nation' describes how multi-racialism has come to
form the cornerstone of this country's success and
harmony. 'Not by Words Alone' traces the lives of four outstanding
pioneers of Singapore who have contributed much to the betterment of
society.
4) N.E.mation! 5 - is a compilation of 10 animation clips
produced as part of a competition for youth organized by
Total Defence. The 10 finalist team animations showcase
the youth's creative talent and different notions of Home –
We Make or Break
Interactive Media
1) Take a trip back in Singapore history with Born in
Singapore! This interactive DVD produced by the National
Heritage Board explores the social, economic and political
dimensions of Singapore society from 1960's onwards to early
2000's. Explore Singapore's history by year, topics or through
timelines and memory lane features and understand the
collective process that makes Singapore what it is today.

2) Something Eurasian! Uniquely Singaporean provides
information about the Eurasian community in Singapore. The
highlights include Origins of Singapore Eurasians, 3D tours,
mouth watering recipes, a children section and more.
Music
1) A Slice of Life: Letters from Grandma and Grandpa is
collection of stories compiled by the National Library Board.
The CD accompanies books that were created to capture
the experiences and wisdom of our elders as a legacy for
future generations of Singaporeans.
2) In Harmony: Celebrating the Singapore Rojak is an
upbeat compilation of songs by Trust Central and
Onepeople.sg (formerly Central Singapore Joint Social
Services Centre).
3) A Place in our Hearts - Multi racial and Multi religious
Harmony is a song based on a concept by TF Tan and is
composed and arranged by Boniface M de Souza and is
joint production by The Society of Moral Charities.

